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SwiftArray: Accelerating Queries on Multidimensional Arrays
Yifeng Geng, Xiaomeng Huang, and Guangwen Yang
Abstract: Scientific instruments and simulation programs are generating large amounts of multidimensional array
data. Queries with value and dimension subsetting conditions are commonly used by scientists to find useful
information from big array data, and data storage and indexing methods play an important role in supporting
queries on multidimensional array data efficiently. In this paper, we propose SwiftArray, a new storage layout
with indexing techniques to accelerate queries with value and dimension subsetting conditions. In SwiftArray, the
multidimensional array is divided into blocks and each block stores sorted values. Blocks are placed in the order
of a Hilbert space-filling curve to improve data locality for dimension subsetting queries. We propose a 2-D-Bin
method to build an index for the blocks’ value ranges, which is an efficient way to avoid accessing unnecessary
blocks for value subsetting queries. Our evaluations show that SwiftArray surpasses the NetCDF-4 format and
FastBit indexing technique for queries on multidimensional arrays.
Key words: multidimensional array; indexing; space-filling curve

1

Introduction

Scientific communities’ data are commonly stored in
multidimensional arrays, but owing to the evolution
of scientific instruments and simulations, scientists
are facing the problem of data deluge. Petabytes
are generated each year by scientific projects such
as the Large Hadron Collider[1] and the Phase 5
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5)[2] ,
yet scientists still demand efficient query processing
over multidimensional array data.
Although the array data are huge, scientists are
usually interested in small subsets. There are basically
three kinds of subsetting queries on arrays. One is
a query with dimension subsetting conditions. For
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example, suppose scientists want to know the highest
temperature in Beijing in 2012. With Beijing’s latitude
and longitude ranges, the search is restricted to the
Beijing area. The second kind is a query with value
subsetting conditions. For example, if scientists want
to find out how many locations in the world had a
temperature above 45ı C in 2012. The third kind is a
mixed query, with both dimension and value subsetting
conditions.
Storage layout and indexing techniques are crucial
to the query performance of the multidimensional
array. Currently, scientific arrays are usually stored
in specialized file formats, such as NetCDF-4[3] and
HDF5[4] , where the array is divided by its dimensions
into blocks that are stored in row-major order in
the file system. For dimension subsetting queries,
the required blocks can be directly calculated using
dimension subsetting conditions, but all records in
the blocks have to be tested for value subsetting
queries. For mixed queries, records are first filtered
with dimension subsetting conditions, then filtered
with value subsetting conditions. This is not efficient
when the selection ratio of value subsetting conditions
is much smaller than that of dimension subsetting
conditions, so to speed up the processing of value
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subsetting conditions, other storage and indexing
methods, such as FastBit[5] , are proposed. FastBit is
an efficient compressed bitmap method used to reduce
the response time when querying large datasets. It is
claimed to be faster than both the B-Tree indexing
method and R-Tree[5, 6] . However, scientific datasets
usually store float numbers with high cardinality, which
affects the performance of FastBit.
NetCDF-4 and HDF5 only utilize dimension
information. FastBit uses a compressed bitmap to
encode values in the array. In this paper, we propose
SwiftArray, a new layout with indexing techniques to
accelerate subsetting queries on multidimensional
arrays. SwiftArray takes advantage of both
dimension and value information to speed up query
processing. The main contributions of this paper are:
(1) We divide the multidimensional array into many
blocks, and store sorted values in each block so we
can use binary search to find the required values
for value subsetting conditions quickly. To achieve
better data locality for dimension subsetting queries,
a Hilbert space-filling curve is chosen as the block
storage layout.
(2) Using the minimum and maximum values in each
block, we build a range index that can be used to
determine whether a specific block has any required
values. We propose an efficient indexing method,
named the 2-D-Bin method, which is superior to the
sequential and 1-D-Bin methods.
(3) We choose the proper block size for SwiftArray
to balance the performance for both value and
dimension subsetting queries. Throughout extensive
experiments, SwiftArray outperforms NetCDF4 and Fastbit for dimension subsetting, value
subsetting, and mixed queries.

2

Storage of SwiftArray

SwiftArray is designed to accelerate queries on
multidimensional data. It has three storages called Data
Storage, Dimension Storage, and Index Storage to store
the value data, dimension data, and index data. Data
storage, index storage, and the corresponding indexing
method are critical for efficient query processing.
2.1
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array is to flatten the dataset to a one-dimensional
array in row-major order. However, this layout only
provides good data locality for row-major access
patterns, as it causes the file system to read unneeded
data or perform random read operations for other
access patterns. Dividing a multidimensional array into
multiple blocks is a common technique to improve
locality for dimension subsetting queries, but this does
not help for value subsetting queries, as all values in a
block need to be scanned.
In SwiftArray, we divide the multidimensional array
into blocks, and each block stores sorted values so we
can use binary search to get valid values with value
subsetting conditions quickly. The size and shape of
each block can be defined by the user. By default,
each dimension is divided evenly. Then, we get a
multidimensional array named shrunk array for the
blocks. Each block has a BlockID that equates to
its linearized index in the one-dimensional array. For
example, if using the row-major layout for blocks, we
divide data[4][4] into four blocks by default: the four
blocks are data[0-1][0-1], data[0-1][2-3], data[2-3][01], and data[2-3][2-3] with BlockIDs 0, 1, 2, and 3.
However, the locality of row-major layout is
poor. One popular solution is using a space-filling curve
to linearize the multidimensional shrunk array. Here,
we choose a Hilbert space-filling curve, which is
demonstrated to have good spatial locality properties
among common space-filling curves[7] . Figure 1 shows
the first two iterations of a 2-D Hilbert curve. The
space-filling curve is used to map a multidimensional
array to a one-dimensional one. It is better than rowmajor mapping because it places two near records in the
multidimensional space much closer than in row-major
layout, so it can achieve better locality for a query with
dimension subsetting conditions. The Hilbert curve
mapping includes two kinds of operation. One is getting
BlockID from a primitive index, and the other is getting

Data Storage

Data Storage is composed of Value Storage and
Inner Index Storage. Value Storage stores the
multidimensional array. In a computer system, the
most convenient way to store a multidimensional

Fig. 1

First two iterations of a 2-D Hilbert curve.
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the primitive index from BlockID. For example, in the
first iteration of the 2-D Hilbert curve, the BlockID of
primitive index [0][1] is 3, and given BlockID 3, we
get [0][1] as the primitive index. How to implement the
two operations of a Hilbert curve is beyond the scope
of this paper. Our implementation is based on a fast
algorithm[8] .
As we store sorted values in each block, we need to
maintain the index information of each record therein,
otherwise we are not able to get the primitive index of
each value in the original multidimensional array. Inner
Index Storage is responsible for this function, storing
each values’ row-major position in each block. log(M)
bits are needed for each record in a block with M
records. For example, with 64K records in a block, two
bytes are needed for each record. Using the inner index
and BlockID, we can get the primitive index of each
record in the multidimensional array. Figure 2 is an
example layout of Data Storage.
Data blocks enable parallel processing using
multithreading and MPI. A compression method can be
applied to reduce the data in the block. These topics are
not covered here, as the efficiency of the storage layout
and indexing method is the main focus of this paper.
2.2

Dimension storage and index storage

Dimension Storage contains one-dimensional arrays of
dimensions, simply stored one by one. Index Storage
stores IBlocks for blocks. IBlock contains BlockID,
the minimum and maximum values of each block. The
main purpose of the IBlocks is to build an in-memory
range index to filter the BlockIDs with value subsetting
conditions.

Fig. 2 Example of Data Storage storing 2-D array, which is
partitioned into blocks. Value Storage stores sorted values for
each block, and Inner Index Storage stores the inner index
information for each value. The block layout is a Hilbert
curve.

3
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2-D-Bin Method

The information in Index Storage is used to build
the index with a certain structure to filter the
BlockIDs. There are two common indexing methods:
sequential method and 1-D-Bin method.
The sequential method reads the IBlocks into
memory and scans all IBlocks to test whether a block
meets the value subsetting conditions. If we have
N IBlocks, we need to test N times for any value
subsetting conditions of the query.
Another method is the 1-D-Bin method, which
divides the overall value range of the entire array evenly
into many partitions. A bin is responsible for a certain
partition, so each bin contains the IBlocks whose ranges
are covered by its partitioned range. For example, we
have N IBlocks and M bins. If each IBlock has a
random range, each IBlock is contained by O.M /
bins, so there are .N=M /  O.M / D O.N / IBlocks
in each bin. The average time complexity for range
queries is O.NM /, which is worse than the sequential
method. Additionally, the space complexity is also
O.NM / in this case. The 1-D-Bin method is acceptable
only if the ranges of IBlocks are not random, but have
good locality so that each IBlock is contained by O.1/
bins. Then, the time and space complexity is directly
related to the value range of the query. The average time
and space complexity for range queries is O.N /.
To eliminate the worst case in 1-D-Bin method,
we propose a 2-D-Bin indexing method. Figure 3
demonstrates the 2-D-Bin method for value range
queries. The overall value range of the dataset is
Œgmin ; gmax . Each 2-D-Bin is an area with Œxstart ; xend /
and Œystart ; yend /. We divide Œgmin ; gmax  evenly into M

Fig. 3 2-D-Bin method for value range queries. Each data
block has a range [x, y]. Each 2-D-Bin is a 2-D area. [gmin ,
gmax ] is the global value range of the dataset. The value range
of the query is [min, max].
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partitions and have M  M 2-D-bins. Building this
index is straightforward. For the range Œx; y of IBlock,
find the 2-D-Bin that contains this range and put the
IBlocks in the bin. The IBlock with the value range
Œx; y is in the 2-D-Bin of Œxstart ; xend / and Œystart ; yend /
if xstart 6 x<xend and ystart 6 y<yend . Each IBlock
is contained by only one 2-D-Bin. When processing
the query of range [min, max], we are looking for
IBlocks that meet the conditions .x 6 max and y >
min/, which are contained by the shadowed bins in
the figure. Performance is related to the range of the
query. The average time complexity of the 2-D-Bin
method is O.N /, the time complexity of building the
index is O.N /, and the space complexity is O.M /. In
the evaluation section, we compare it with two previous
indexing methods in detail.

4

Query Processing

Figure 4 shows the procedures of query processing
in SwiftArray. SwiftArray handles the subsetting
conditions of value and dimension separately. The value
filter is responsible for dealing with the value subsetting
conditions. It reads the Index Storage and builds the
range index. Then, it looks up the range index to find the
BlockIDs that meet the value subsetting conditions and
puts the BlockIDs into a collection called VIDs. The
range index of a dataset can be kept in-memory to
avoid building the index multiple times. The dimension
filter is used to process the dimension subsetting
conditions. Unlike the value filter, it does not need the

Fig. 4

Procedures of query processing in SwiftArray.

range index. It reads the dimension values and applies
the conditions to find the ranges of the dimensions, then
it applies Hilbert curve mapping to get valid BlockIDs
and puts them into a collection called DIDs. For a query
with both value and dimension subsetting conditions,
the BlockIDs at the intersection of VIDs and DIDs are
targets. After we obtain the filtered BlockIDs, we read
the data from Value Storage and Inner Index Storage, as
needed.
When getting BlockIDs for DIDs, we get fully
and partially contained blocks. A fully contained
block is fully covered by the range of dimensions,
while a partially contained block is only partially
covered. Figure 5 shows these two kinds of blocks. The
follow-up processing is different for fully contained and
partially contained blocks. With fully contained blocks,
we only need to apply value subsetting conditions
on the records in the block, so there is no need to
read data from the Inner Index Storage. However,
for partially contained blocks, we need to apply both
value and dimension subsetting conditions on the
records, as not every value may meet the dimension
subsetting conditions. Thus, compared with NetCDF4, SwiftArray has extra overhead to process the query
with dimension subsetting conditions, which is directly
related to the amount of data of all partially contained
blocks.
There are two factors that affect the data size of
partially contained blocks. The first is the fitness
between dimension subsetting conditions and block
boundaries, which is not controllable by the SwiftArray
itself. The other is the block size. It can be
concluded that the ranges cover much finer grained

Fig. 5 Fully contained and partially contained blocks when
filtering BlockIDs using dimension subsetting conditions. The
block in the middle of the selected area is a fully contained
block. The range also covers eight partially contained blocks.
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blocks and have smaller amounts of data in partially
contained blocks with smaller block sizes. However,
in the meantime, small block sizes cause performance
degradation for value subsetting queries. With an N record array with block size B, the time complexity
of test value subsetting conditions on all records is
O..N=B/  log.B//. If B equals 1, the complexity is
O.N /, which means scanning all records linearly, so
we lose the benefit of storing sorted values. On the
other hand, if B equals N , there is only one block
and the complexity is O.log.N //. For any query with
dimension subsetting conditions, however, we need to
scan all N records, so choosing the proper block size
has to balance the performance for both value and
dimension subsetting conditions.

5
5.1

Evaluation
Experimental setup

Our evaluation focuses on the efficiency of the storage
layouts and indexing methods. All experiments are run
on a server with an Intel Xeon processor E5-2650
(20M Cache, 2.00 GHz), 64 GB of memory, and 3
HDD RAID-0. The machine runs CentOS 6.2 Linux
system. SwiftArray is implemented in C++. NetCDF4 utilities are implemented using netcdf-4.3.0, hdf51.8.10 libraries. For FastBit, the fastbit-ibis-1.3.6
package is used. As the record variable with unlimited
dimension in NetCDF-4 causes some performance loss,
the array stored in NetCDF-4 is a fixed-size array.
5.2

Performance of indexing methods

We use two kinds of value range to test indexing
methods. The first are value the ranges with good
locality in which the length of each range is about
1/10 000 and the range is randomly located in [0, 1]. The
second type are value ranges with no locality in which
the location and length of the range is randomly selected
in [0, 1]. The bin numbers of 1-D-Bin and 2-D-Bin
methods are set to 10 000, and the index is built in
memory. All results of the three methods are the same
in a group of tests.
Table 1 compares the execution time of sequential,
1-D-Bin, and 2-D-Bin indexing methods searching
BlockIDs in [0, 0.5] among 1 million random ranges
and 100 million ranges with good locality. It is clear
that the 1-D-Bin method is much worse than either
the sequential or 2-D-Bin method. As we mentioned,
both time and space complexities of the 1-D-Bin
method for random ranges are O.NM /. When using
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Table 1 Execution time of searching BlockIDs in [0, 0.5]
among 1 million random value ranges, and 100 million value
ranges with locality, using three methods.
Range set
1 million random
100 million
with localily

Sequential (s) 1-D-Bin (s) 2-D-Bin (s)
0.012 999

20.498 580

0.005 285

0.912 274

16.644 247

0.610 735

10 million random ranges, or 1 billion ranges with
locality, using the 1-D-Bin method, the program
needs more than 64 GB memory, which exceeds the
server’s limitation. The 1-D-Bin method is slower
for ranges with locality because the calculation of
BlockID intersections is needed. For sequential and 2D-Bin methods, there is no intersection of BlockIDs
between bins. We simply gather all BlockIDs in the
bins together. No matter what kind of range, 1-D-Bin
demands more space and computing overhead, as each
BlockID may be contained by two or more bins.
Figure 6 shows the execution time of sequential and
2-D-Bin methods searching BlockIDs in different value
ranges among 1 billion random block ranges. When
the searching range becomes smaller, there are fewer
BlockIDs and the cost of adding BlockIDs to the result
collection decreases, therefore, the running times of
both methods decrease. However, the running time of
the 2-D-Bin method decreases much faster because
this method processes fewer BlockIDs as the searching
range shrinks, while the sequential method has to test
all BlockIDs’ ranges for any search range.
5.3

Tests on datasets

The cost of query processing comes from reading data,
processing, and writing results. For a certain query, the

Fig. 6 Execution time of sequential and 2-D-Bin methods
searching BlockIDs in different value ranges among 1 billion
random block ranges.

Fig. 7 Execution time of a query with value subsetting
conditions .0 6 var 6 0.5/ for datasets with different block
sizes.

and processed. When the block size is bigger than 4 KB,
the executing time is almost the same, because most of
the cost is reading the data. However, when the block
size is 4 KB, the cost of processing blocks accumulates
and is not negligible. For LDataset, the amount of
accessed data is related to the block size. With a smaller
block size, it has much finer grained value ranges of
blocks, which means less extra data to read. However,
the accumulated cost of processing blocks is dominant
with 4 KB block size. Figure 8 presents the execution
time of the query with dimension subsetting conditions
.0 6 d1 6 1024 and 0 6 d2 6 512/ for RDataset with
different block sizes. Here, we use the range [0, 1024]
80
RDataset
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
KB

KB
4

6

32

KB

B
M
25

2

B
M
16

12

8

M

B

0
1G
B

cost of writing the result should be the same. However,
the output format can affect the performance of result
writing. To compare the effectiveness of all methods
fairly, we mainly focus on the cost of reading data
and processing. In the experiments, this is done by
using queries without writing the result, such as a
counting operation. Queries with dimension subsetting
conditions may result in many continuous subsets of
the array. For simplicity, we evaluate the performance
of a single, continuous subset that also reveals the
performance of complicated subsetting queries.
There are two generated datasets and a real dataset
used in our experiments. Generated datasets are
helpful for understanding how the block size and
data locality affect the performance of dimension
and value subsetting queries. The first generated
dataset is a random dataset named RDataset. It is a
three-dimensional array of var[2048][1024][512]. Each
record has a randomly selected double value from
[0, 1]. The other generated dataset is also a threedimensional array of var[2048][1024][512] named
LDataset and has double values in [0, 1], but each
value in LDataset is related to the primitive indexes
of the record. The value is equal to the geometric
mean of relative indexes in three dimensions. The
relative index is the index position divided by the
length of the dimension. For example, var[0][0][0] is 0
and var[1024][512][256] is 0.5. The three dimension
variables of two datasets are d1[2048], d2[1024], and
d3[512]. For simplicity, each record in the dimension
variable has a double value of its index. Thus, d1[0] is 0
and d1[1023] is 1023. RDataset is not sensitive to value
subsetting queries in SwiftArray, as the value range of
each block is almost [0, 1]. LDataset is similar with
most scientific datasets in which the value of each
record is related to its index in the multidimensional
array. The size of both generated datasets is 8 GB. The
real dataset comes from the datasets of Coordinated
Ocean-ice Reference Experiments[9] . It has a threedimensional double array of t[21900][94][192] storing
the daily mean of 10 m air temperature from 1948 to
2007. Time, latitude, and longitude are its dimensions.
The size of the real dataset is about 3 GB.
As we mentioned, the block size affects the
performance of SwiftArray. Figure 7 shows the
execution time of a query with a value subsetting
condition .0 6 var 6 0:5/ for two generated datasets
with different block sizes. For RDataset, all blocks have
records whose values are in [0, 0.5], so all data are read
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Block size

Fig. 8 Execution time of a query with dimension subsetting
conditions (06 d16 1024 and 0 6 d2 6 512) for RDataset with
different block sizes.
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60
50
Execution time (s)

for d1 and [0, 512] for d2 because these two ranges
cross the block boundaries and cause partially contained
blocks. If we use [0, 1023] for d1 and [0, 511] for d2, all
blocks are fully contained. We can see that the overall
performance is close when the block size is not greater
than 2 MB. According to the result of Figs. 7 and 8, we
choose 256 KB as the default block size for generated
datasets, and each block has 321024 of 8 byte double
values. Then, we need two bytes to represent an inner
index for a record in the block, so the size of Inner Index
Storage for a double array is a quarter of the array’s size.
There are two NetCDF file formats, called NetCDF-3
and NetCDF-4. We choose NetCDF-4, which uses an
HDF-5 library to store the array in blocks. We store
RDataset and LDataset in the formats of SwiftArray,
NetCDF-4, and FastBit. For FastBit, we create the
index for the multidimensional array. As the datasets
store float numbers with high cardinality, we use
<binning nbins=2000/><encoding interval-equality/>
as the index specification, according to FastBit’s official
documents.
Figure 9 shows the execution time for querying
RDataset with value subsetting conditions using
SwiftArray, NetCDF-4, and FastBit. Each block in
RDataset has values in the value range, so all blocks
are read and processed by SwiftArray. Compared with
NetCDF-4, SwiftArray has the advantage that it can
determine how many values are in the value range,
using binary search in a block, making it faster than
NetCDF-4 for value subsetting queries. Figure 10
shows the execution time for querying LDataset with
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SwiftArray
NetCDF-4
FastBit

40
30
20
10
0

[0,1/2]

[0,1/4]
Value range

Fig. 10 Execution time for querying LDataset with value
subsetting conditions using SwiftArray, NetCDF-4, and
FastBit.

value subsetting conditions using SwiftArray, NetCDF4, and FastBit. Blocks in LDataset may not contain
values that are in the searching value range. All data
in the NetCDF-4 are scanned, while only some of the
blocks in SwiftArray are read and processed, which is
why the executing time of SwiftArray decreases with
a small value range. The cost of searching the range
index is insignificant, as the block number is only about
321024. FastBit is even worse than NetCDF-4, owing
to its indexing method. The execution time of FastBit
does not decrease, or even increases, when the value
range shrinks.
Figure 11 shows the execution time for querying
RDataset with dimension subsetting conditions using
14

SwiftArray
NetCDF-4

50
SwiftArray
NetCDF-4
FastBit

30

20

10

0

12
Execution time (s)

Execution time (s)

40

[0,1/8]

10
8
6
4
2
0

[0,1/2]

[0,1/4]
Value range

[0,1/8]

Fig. 9 Execution time for querying RDataset with value
subsetting conditions using SwiftArray, NetCDF-4, and
FastBit.

[0,1023]
[0,1024]
[0,511]
[0,512]
[0,511][0,511] [0,512][0,511] [0,255][0,511] [0,256][0,511]

Dimension range

Fig. 11 Execution time for querying RDataset with
dimension subsetting conditions using SwiftArray and
NetCDF-4.
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SwiftArray and NetCDF-4. FastBit cannot process
dimension subsetting queries without triggering result
writing, hence, we do not present the result of
FasitBit here. In Fig. 11 we can see that SwiftArray
is generally more efficient for dimension subsetting
queries than NetCDF-4. The benefit mainly comes
from the Hilbert curve. When the dimension range is
[0, 1024][0, 512][0, 511] or [0, 512][0, 256][0, 511], it
causes partially contained blocks that add some extra
overhead, as expected.
Finally, we compare the performance of querying the
real dataset with mixed conditions using SwiftArray,
NetCDF-4, and FastBit. The block size is about
100 KB for the array in SwiftArray. The thermodynamic
temperature of the real dataset is in [200 K, 330 K]. We
want to know how many points in an area had a
temperature below or above 273 K. Queries for the
real dataset are in Table 2. Previous experiments show
that SwiftArray is efficient for value or dimension
subsetting queries, so it is not surprising that it
outperforms NetCDF-4 and FastBit for the real dataset
in Fig. 12.

6

Related Work

Extensive research has been done on multidimensional
indexing methods. There are two kinds of fundamental
Table 2 Queries used for the real dataset, which have both
dimension and value subsetting conditions.
Query

T /K

Time

Latitude

Longitude

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

[0,273]
[273,400]
[0,273]
[273,400]

None
None
None
None

[0,30]
[0,30]
[0,60]
[0,60]

[0,30]
[0,30]
[0,60]
[0,60]

tree structure for multidimensional indexing, named
KD-Tree[10] and R-Tree[11] . KD-Tree generally
performs well for point data, while R-Tree is
good for block data. Scientific datasets usually
store multidimensional arrays in blocks, and
each block contains many records, so R-Tree is
suitable for scientific datasets. Compared with RTree, FastBit is claimed to be more efficient for
multidimensional arrays[6] . As a bitmap method,
FastBit needs to deal with the high cardinality problem
of scientific datasets. Sinha and Winslett proposed
multiresolution bitmap indexes to alleviate the
cardinality problem[12] . FastBit uses several techniques,
such as a bitmap compression called Word-Aligned
Hybrid code, to improve its performance. However,
FastBit still suffers from high cardinality of the dataset
and has a large index size that is close to, or larger than,
the array’s size. Furthermore, FastBit is only a bitmap,
which does not contain the array data. By contrast,
SwiftArray can work as a data format with indexing
information. The extra space for an array in SwiftArray
is normally not greater than half of the array’s size.
A Hilbert space-filling curve has been presented as
an indexing structure[13] for multidimensional data. In
SwiftArray, blocks instead of records use a Hilbert
space-filling curve because the number of records is
too large. 1-D-Bin[14] and sequential methods[15] are
used to build the range index of blocks to filter
unnecessary blocks, according to the value subsetting
conditions. SwiftArray proposes the 2-D-Bin method,
which is better than both 1-D-Bin and sequential
methods. Sacrificing some precision of the result,
ISABELA compression is adopted to reduce the data
size[16] . This method can be utilized to compress
block data in SwiftArray. However, the main goal
of SwiftArray is to provide a lossless and efficient
multidimensional data storage for different queries.

7

Fig. 12 Execution time for querying the real dataset with
Q1-Q4 using SwiftArray, NetCDF-4, and FastBit.

Conclusions and Future Work

Value and dimension subsetting queries are
commonly used to extract useful information from
a multidimensional array. A file format such as
NetCDF-4 stores the array in blocks but is not effective
for value subsetting queries. FastBit is an advanced
bitmap indexing method to speed up queries. However,
it does not perform well for large scientific datasets that
store float numbers, because of the high cardinality.
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SwiftArray accelerates dimension subsetting queries
by dividing the array into blocks and storing these
blocks in the order of a Hilbert space-filling curve. Each
block stores sorted values, which reduces the cost of
processing value subsetting queries. Additionally, a
range index is built using a 2-D-Bin method to avoid
reading unnecessary blocks, according to the value
subsetting conditions. With all the above techniques,
SwiftArray outperforms NetCDF-4 and FastBit for
multidimensional array queries. In future, we plan to
add compression and MPI-IO support for SwiftArray.
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